



SOLUTION

Reach the website: http://www.paolobianca.it/7thvase.html


Your friend Robert brought the vase at this address: Red Rose Street 5.

Solution: redrosestreet5


http://www.paolobianca.it/redrosestreet5.html


VASE 1: Elements of Stars. 

The engraving says to take “the stars of the disease”.

The only “disease” constellation below is “cancer”. 
Using the “cancer” constellation  (the fifth) on the 
“chemistry periodic table”, over the yellow point you 
can find which letters the constellation indicates.

The letters founded are: C O Se Te At.

The only word you can find with this letters is:

Ecostate.

Solution: ecostate





http://www.paolobianca.it/ecostate.html


VASE 2: Code Reflection 

Following the reflection of each laser 
against the mirrors you can find the 
following numbers:


RED: 4

BLU: 5

YELLOW: 3
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If you follow the rules of the primary color



Blue + Red = Violet

Red + Yellow = Orange

Yellow + Blue = Green


So the code is:  Blue , Red , Yellow , Blu = 5 4 3 5





http://www.paolobianca.it/5435.html


VASE 3: Round Crypto 

If you follow the rules below


where the



  Clockwise

  Counterclockwise 


the first number indicated which hole you 
have look, and the second number how 
many movements you have to do, you can 
find:


NINESEVENONEFOUR


Solution: 9714


http://www.paolobianca.it/5435.html





http://www.paolobianca.it/9714.html


VASE 4: Dark Game 

If you connect the letters below in correct way you can find:


ROLL THE DICE AND TAKE THE LETTER IN THE DARK


So it means the the 6 figure above are “opened” 
dices.

Create the six dices, and because the total score 
has to be 36, all the dice have to roll the number 
6.

The sentence says to take the letter in the “dark” 
so in the opposite of the number “6”.


Dice 1 : C            Dice 4: D

Dice 2 : A	         Dice 5: L

Dice 3 : N            Dice 6: E


Solution : Candle





http://www.paolobianca.it/candle.html


VASE 5: The maze 

 

Click the buttons in the following 
order: 


1 2 76

45 38 9

10



Now the display is turns on. Remove the 2 stains on the 
display.

Following the right rule you have to divide the black and the 
white points.

The only way is the following and you can find the number 
1492.

Robert talks about “event”. The event happened in 1492 was 
the “New World”.



Solution : New World


 

http://www.paolobianca.it/newworld.html


VASE 6: The square tiles 

The first thing to do is put the square tile below on the right position, as the 
singular letter say. So you can find the following:




then you have to put the tile with cross and x in the high position on the left side as 
indicated by the symbols:



The symbol says C F. This is the coordinates of 
that tile. The tile has also be rotate in the same 
position of the triangle indicated (here in red).




The tiles will take this position:





With this rule for all tiles you can find:





So now you can take the only letters indicated by the whit 
circle from the first table and you can find the sentence: THE 
CODE IS ON THE VASE.

If you look the violet vase, you can see the word : SUN

Solution SUN




http://www.paolobianca.it/sun.html


VASE 7: The Last 

If you are able to escape from the labyrinth you can find the code: 73249156


Solution: 73249156


http://www.paolobianca.it/73249156.html


http://www.paolobianca.it/sun.html

